
Topic 11: Organic Chemistry 

 

1. Organic compounds consist of carbon atoms which bond to each other in chains, rings and networks to 

form a variety of structures.  

 

2. Organic compounds can be named with the IUPAC system.  

 

3. Hydrocarbons are compounds that contain only carbon and hydrogen. Table Q 

 Saturated hydrocarbons contain only single carbon-carbon bonds. ALKANES 

 Unsaturated hydrocarbons contain at least one multiple carbon-carbon bond (double or triple 

bond). ALKENES and ALKYNES 

 

4. Organic acids, alcohols, esters, aldehydes, ketones, ethers, halides, amines, amides, and amino acids are 

categories of organic molecules that differ in their structures.  

 TABLE R for the functional group – follow the example and just use the correct number of 

carbons (prefixes on Table P) 

 Functional groups give organic molecules distinct physical and chemical properties.  

 Remember each element MUST have its proper number of bonds 

o H = 1 

o O = 2 

o N = 3 

o C = 4 

 

5. Isomers of organic compounds have the same molecular formula but different structures and properties.  

 

6. In a multiple covalent bond, more than one pair of electrons are shared between two atoms. Unsaturated 

organic compounds contain at least one double or triple bond.  

 

7. Types of organic reactions include:  

 Addition (halide + alkene/alkyne) thedouble bond breaks and the halide is added on 

 Substitution (halide +alkane) the halide replaces (substitutes) one of the hydrogens 

 Polymerization many small repeating units are put together to form one large molecule 

 Esterification an organic acid COOH + alcohol OH forms water and and ester COOCH3  

 Fermentation yeast will break down a sugar to form alcohol OH and carbon dioxide 

 Saponification the ONLY reaction that has a base in it – look for a metal, it produces SOAP 

 Combustion an alkane reacts with O2 to produce CO2 + H2O + energy 

o If there is not enough O2 we have incomplete combustion which produces  

CO2 + H2O + energy + CO (deadly) + C (soot) 




